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“She’s always out to get me:”  

An inquiry into culturally-responsive discipline practices 
 

 
In my first few days at High Tech Middle Chula Vista (HTMCV), I observed several 

discipline incidents. Normally, school discipline worries me- I worry about the persistent disparities 

in school discipline by race and gender (Monroe, 2005), I worry about the school-to-prison 

pipeline (Schiff, 2013), and I worry that my students are on a path to becoming part of those 

statistics. As I observed discipline at HTMCV, I started to compare the practices I was seeing with 

the way discipline had been handled at previous schools I’ve worked in. There were a handful of 

incidents that happened during my time as a teacher that got me thinking about the inequities 

within discipline, but one in particular still bothers me.  

My teammates and I were concerned about a student, a black male, who wasn’t turning in 

homework, didn’t produce much work in class, and expressed that he didn’t enjoy school. We tried 

bribing him, brought his mom in for a meeting, kept him after school for help, and nothing was 

working. He was definitely capable of doing the work- this is a kid who showed up to my robotics 

club one day, four months after the club had started, and in one hour, built a functioning robot- 

motor, wireless remote control, and all- and then proceeded to teach the rest of the kids, who were 

still trying to build frames for their robots, how to attach the motors- but something about school 

just wasn’t working for him. I started to understand why when I saw him sitting outside of his 

Spanish class, throwing around a bouncy ball. He told me he’d been kicked out because he’s 

accidentally dropped a book. He explained how unfair it felt, and that he was frequently kicked out 

of class for similar supposed infractions that he felt were misunderstandings. “She’s always out to 

get me!” he exclaimed. Though it wasn’t explicitly stated or discussed, I think we both wondered 

how much his gender and skin color influenced discipline for him. 



Throughout this class, I kept thinking about this particular student. I wondered what 

would be different for him if he was in an equitable school environment, in which the instruction 

was engaging, in which his talents were valued and respected. I also thought about how inequity in 

discipline practices can impact a student’s educational experience and their identity as a learner and 

a scholar. When I was observing a restorative justice conversation at HTMMA between a 

frustrated student and her teacher, something clicked- what if there had been a structure and a 

space in which my former student felt free to share his side of the story and express his feelings 

with his teacher? What impact might that have had on his educational experience?  

Often, students are disciplined based on teachers’ assumptions, values, and beliefs 

(Weinstein et al, 2004 and Monroe, 2005), which stem from the values and beliefs of the dominant 

culture (Eubanks, 1997; Weinstein et al, 2004; and Monroe, 2005); but what might happen if 

teachers made it a point to stop to wonder what we might have missed in a situation, why a student 

is acting out, or whether we’re actually treating all of our kids fairly? My student’s struggle with 

school discipline is not an anomaly. Throughout the US, disparities in school discipline persist. 

Monroe (2005) describes a trend that many educators are familiar with: 

“According to quantitative reports, black pupils are statistically two to five times more 
likely to be suspended than their white counterparts... Qualitative findings simultaneously 
indicate that teachers confine reprimands and punitive consequences to black children 
even when youths of other races engage in the same unsanctioned behaviors… African 
Americans receive harsher punishments than their peers, often for subjectively defined 
offenses” (p. 46).  
 

Similar trends are also reflected in society upon examination of our criminal justice system, as 

describe by O’Hear (2009) and referenced by Monroe (2005). These gaping discrepancies in 

discipline data across race and gender speak highlight inequities in school discipline.  

Much like with the achievement gap, addressing the causes and looking for solutions to 

the “discipline gap” is a complex task. Royce (2009) suggests that issues of inequality are tied to 

power-laden structures, as do Darder (2007) and Monroe (2005). Darder states “... authoritarian 



discipline policies of zero tolerance reinscribe racialized and class-based relations of power.” 

Monroe (2005) suggests much the same, stating “Because white and middle-class individuals 

occupy most positions of power in educational settings, decisions concerning behavioral 

expectations and infractions are set forth by a culturally-specific bloc” (p. 47). Darder (2014) also 

offers another idea, suggesting that often students of color are perceived by teachers as being more 

likely to be violent than academically successful, and therefore those students tend to receive more 

surveillance and discipline. Similarly, black male students tend to be punished for subjective 

infractions, like “disrespect” or “excessive noise,” whereas white students are more likely to be 

disciplined for objective offenses like smoking or vandalism (Skiba et al, 2002).  

For the purpose of this project, I am focusing on evaluating restorative justice practices at 

HTMCV, and wondering whether restorative practices have an impact on disparities in discipline 

and/or are culturally responsive. Discipline at HTMCV looks and feels different than the 

traditional model in which a student “gets in trouble,” is sent to the office, and is given a 

punishment determined by an adult in a position of authority. We incorporate community circles 

and other culture-building practices as “preventative” measures, and practice restorative justice to 

work through incidents in which students engage in actions that harm our community. After 

experiencing several restorative family conferences, I was left wondering whether this practice is a 

culturally-responsive approach to discipline. Restorative justice (RJ) stems from indigenous 

practices (Daly, 2002) and has been practiced in criminal justice settings. The practice focuses on 

the community impact of a behavior or choice. At HTMCV, restorative circles involve impacted 

parties by voluntary invitation- students, witnesses, teachers, family members- and focus on what 

happened, how people were feeling as a result of the situation, who was affected, and what we can 

do to restore our community. Everyone impacted has an opportunity in the circle to share their 



thoughts, feelings, and reflections without commentary, feedback, or responses, and the outcome 

of the circle is determined equally by all participants,  

As an outside observer, RJ feels different to me than traditional discipline practices. After 

observing several family restorative circles, I’ve had the opportunity to listen to students’ and 

family members’ reactions to the experience, and have been getting the impression that 

participants appreciate the approach. However, to date, the feedback we have collected from our 

restorative work has been largely undocumented, and primarily informally collected. In order to 

better evaluate and assess the restorative work being done at HTMCV, I will be collecting student 

and family feedback on RJ after participation in restorative circles. It is my hope that “stakeholder” 

feedback will be a valuable assessment tool in better understanding whether restorative justice, as it 

is practiced at HTMCV, is a culturally responsive approach to discipline.  

In order to obtain feedback from students and families and better understand their 

experiences as participants in restorative circles, I will implement two different interview protocols 

(see figure 1, below). After a restorative circle takes place, students and family members who 

participated in the circle will be asked if they would like to voluntarily participate in a follow-up 

interview to get their feedback on the process.  

Protocol Source Purpose 

Interview for 
Empathy 

Stanford D School ● Better understand a student’s thoughts, emotions, and 
motivations 

● Better understand the choices a student makes and the 
behaviors the student engages in 

● Identify a student’s needs, and design to meet those 
needs 

Student Inquiry 
Groups  

Jones & Yonezawa, 
2008 

● Gain students’ perspectives on their learning 
experiences 

Figure 1: Interview protocols 

Interview results will be anonymized, organized, and shared with staff at HTMCV. We will 



use the feedback from family and student interviews to reflect on our practice, refine our work, 

and, depending on the feedback that we receive, will hopefully begin to select “best practices” 

from within our restorative work that can be shared with the outside community.  

As educators, we know that our students will make mistakes, make poor choices, and use 

bad judgement at some point throughout their time as students. To err is a universal human 

experience. As educators, it should be our moral and ethical responsibility to ensure that our 

students are supported as learners and developing human beings. By using culturally-responsive 

practices to respond to issues of discipline, we become one step closer to meeting the diverse 

needs of our students, and setting them up for future success.  
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